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The Author Incubator Author Profile

Jim Shields 

BASKING IN THE GLOW OF  

RECOGNITION IS NO JOKE
C R E AT I V E  S E RV I C E S  COAC H  G ROWS  H I S  B U S I N E S S  A N D 

C H EC K S  O F F T H E  B I G  O N E  O N  H I S  OW N  B U C K E T L I S T 

The books have garnered me more and more speaking  
opportunities, for bigger and bigger audiences. Simply put— 

there’s more of ME and my story out there.

I
am older than I ever intended 

to get. Fifty-three years old just 

seems so unlikely to me—but  

here we are. I’ve been running a 

creative business for 25 years, selling 

ideas to corporations across the  

globe and making a decent living.  

My focus is on how companies fail 

to communicate to their employees 

and their customers. I use short   

comedy films to fix that.

My book is called “Three 

Guys Walk into a Bar— 

How To Thrive As A  

Creative Business”. In the 

course of my work I have  

met hundreds of other  

small creative businesses, 

some are suppliers, some 

partners, some just net- 

working friends. This book 

is a love letter to all of 

them. Often times they seem so 

weary with how they are treated, 

and upset at the imbalance of the 

customer-supplier relationship. I call  

it a master-slave status. It’s not  

good for either party. My book  

shows a pathway to evening up the 

relationship and moving from just  

“A Guy” to “THE Guy”.

What was your goal in writing  

the book? 

My external goal was  

to inspire small creative 

businesses to clarify their 

value, and train their 

clients in the art of using  

their services. My personal 

goal was to honestly help 

small creative businesses 

succeed because this is 

where the real innovation 

will come from. I really  

want to be a speaker of 

choice when it comes to creative 

businesses, events, or corporate  

leadership events.

I’ve learned  

that there is 

NEVER a good  

time to write  

a book, and  

that it’s ALWAYS  

a good time  

to start
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What were your reservations about 

book writing?

My reservations were mainly around 

how daunting it seemed. I barely have 

time to fill in my tax forms, let alone 

write a book.  I also wanted to be sure 

I had a strong core message that  

carried value.

What obstacles did you overcome  

while writing?

The main obstacle was my work  

itinerary. As I embarked upon the  

process with The Author Incubator, 

the diary just flushed with events  

and work. I was left with a 5 week 

speaking tour across 8 countries,  

slap bang in the middle of the 

writing schedule. Then I remembered  

I was committed to several enter- 

tainment events—singing in a concert 

two comedy shows, a week shooting 

for a major corporate client, and to  

cap it all, we were moving to a  

new home!  

How did The Author Incubator  

help you to overcome any writing 

obstacles?

The Author Incubator gave me three 

major tools that I needed to be able  

to fit writing a book into my busy 

schedule, including:

 1. A clear plan with separate phases 

and the ability to break this daunt-

ing task into bite size pieces.

 2. A community that met regularly 

to share questions and thoughts— 

I never felt alone in my journey

 3. A personal developmental editor 

who played the parts of coach,  

editor and dominatrix in equal 

measure!

 I was approached
           by a local  

  university
   to speak at
    their annual

     TEDx—
     there were

   tears of
     pride
          that day. 

            ~ Jim Shields
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How did the book help you make the 

difference you are currently making  

in the world?

The books has garnered me more 

and more speaking opportunities, for  

bigger and gibber audiences. Simply 

put—there’s more of ME and my story 

out there.

How does it feel to have your work  

out there?

It feels amazing. And highly legit.  

Finally. As a non-graduate, my book  

is my degree certificate.

What has being a published author  

done for your credibility or position-

ing in your field?

The book is an excellent calling card, 

which means I am taken a lot more  

seriously than I might have been  

before. Selling comedy can mean that 

you are considered a kind of “nov-

elty purchase”—like the free gifts 

in a cereal packet. This book positions 

me as a serious player, and my 

network has grown (and hence my  

influence) considerably.

What type of feedback have you 

been hearing from your readers? 

The feedback has been amazing.  Look 

at this where I am mentioned in the 

same breath as my own guru of choice, 

Seth Godin.

“Three Guys is a brilliant reality-check 

for anyone starting (or struggling with) 

a career in a creativity-based industry. 

I work with graphic designers every  

day and this is definitely a book I’ll be 

This book positions me as a serious player,  
and my network has grown.

“

Speaking Engagements

 TEDx Talk Loughborough University

 Creative Coffee Leicester  

(x 2 sessions)

 School of Media  

De Montfort University Leicester 

 JD Film/Acting College

Dallas TechHub, Leicester 

 Executive Leadership Forum London 

 IMPACT Hub, Manhattan New York

Media Appearances

 Living a Remarkable Life:  

Free for All with Chase Boehringer,  

Jim Shields & Rebecca Palmer

Platform Speaking

     “my book is my

 degree certificate” 
                  ~ Jim Shields
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recommending to them—It’s up there 

with Seth Godin but is more down to 

earth and practical.”

Can you share some stories about 

how readers and clients are  

responding to your book?

I was at a business event where I was 

being introduced to another potential 

client. This person had already found 

my book from another source, and  

said “You’re the GUY guy! I loved 

your book!” The person introducing  

me had no idea I had written a book—

so suddenly I am basking in the glow 

of recognition, and landing a very nice 

new project.

I should mention that I was also 

approached by a local university  

to speak at their TEDx—a personal 

bucket list item for me. My whole  

family was in the audience and there 

were a few tears of pride that day.

How has the book helped you  

achieve your goals? 

The book has helped me onto the  

first rung of the speaker network.  

I am talking to agents now and  

developing relationships with event 

organizers.  I am often invited to join 

groups of innovators in business, and 

executive leadership networks.

What is the most important thing 

that you learned from writing  

a book?

I’ve learned that there is never a good 

time to write a book, and that it’s    

always a good time to start anyway. 

We tell ourselves all sorts of stories  

as to why we cannot do this right  

now. It’s all bunkum. Where there’s  

a will, there’s a way. 

Three Guys Walk Into a Bar 

How To Thrive as a Creative Business
Inspired to question current wisdom,  

Author Jim Shields set out to create a path-

way to help creative professionals define 

themselves and carve out a profitable,  

and meaningful niche for their work—from 

veterans to those just starting out.

Having interviewed dozens of creative  

individuals representing all sides of  

the industry, from photographers to  

composers to designers and film makers 

like himself, Jim outlines the most  

effective ways to structure relationships 

with clients, to focus and sharpen creative 

efforts, and to create a framework for  

a more successful career.

Three guys walk into a bar…one of them  

is going to work less, do better, and be  

happier. Which one are you?
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